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i can remember in my own first year at cambridge latin, i had a tutor who used to say, youre not going to be a palaeographer if you dont learn latin. at the same time, i was learning latin, i was also
reading latin authors. i was reading the aeneid, the metamorphoses, the agamemnon, the julius caesar, the men and the georgics. when i read the men, i saw the word behind the word. when i read
the georgics, the word that i had been taught for the past three weeks. so i was getting the two languages as well as the two cultures. i think its a great way of learning latin and greek. its not fun,
but the truth is you will find it useful when you get on. its incredibly useful to be able to read latin, greek, french, german and english. its very useful to have a good greek grasp of what a sentence
means and what a word means. you do need that to be able to be a good literary critic, a good historian, a good editor. its not fun but you are going to be able to do it. its the first place in the world

that i was able to do that. i went to a roman catholic school. i was able to read latin, read greek, read french and read english, and i wasnt forced to do that. my parents thought that i should do
that. i was allowed to do it. we were not allowed to speak latin or greek. we were not allowed to speak french. my parents wanted me to be able to speak english and french, but they didnt force it
on me. they didnt say, you have to do latin, you have to do greek, you have to speak french, you have to learn english. thats up to you. it was left to me. if i wanted to read latin, if i wanted to read

greek, if i wanted to read french and english, and if i wanted to do that, i could. but i was allowed to do it. i wasnt forced to do it. thats the difference. if you have the same opportunity, if youre
allowed to do it, and you want to do it, you do it. its not going to be fun, its not going to be easy. but at the end of it, youre going to find yourself in a position of being able to do something.
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you dont have to learn the whole of the latin literature. but you should have the sense that youre learning something. latin, like all languages, is a basis for everything. it gives you this extraordinary
key to understanding everything else. you want to read that book in its entirety, but there are many people who want to dip into the classics and dip into them for just a few hours a week. in latin,

you can do that, and its a very pleasurable way to learn. i think the best way to learn latin is to read and re-read those great latin books. its a very pleasurable way to learn, and you can learn it in a
very short time. i love going to school. but i dont go because im going to learn latin. im going to learn latin because i love school. i love the way that youre learning things. and my favourite teachers
are the ones who, when they say something in latin, you think, oh, thats lovely! youre really thinking about it. its something that excites the mind in a way that just reading it doesnt do. its the way
that youre learning. i dont subscribe to the idea that you should learn latin in order to learn french or german. if you want to do that, learn french or german. but, by learning the earliest incarnation

of all these languages, you naturally start to think about the gap between 300 bc and now, and the journey of those languages over 2000-odd years. the very fact that its so ancient, the mind
naturally thinks about the gap between 300 bc and now, and the journey of those languages over 2000-odd years. 5ec8ef588b
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